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1. INTRODUCTION 
We often need to simulate the heat transfer process numerically. Most existing works are for heat 
equations on bounded domains. However it is also interesting to consider unbounded omains. 
We may set an artificial boundary, impose certain boundary conditions, and then resolve the 
corresponding approximate problem. But this treatment causes additional errors. Thus it seems 
better to solve such a problem directly. 
As we know, spectral methods developed rapidly in the past two decades. Their main merit 
is the high accuracy. But the usual spectral methods are only available for bounded domains. 
Some authors also proposed Hermite spectral methods for the whole spaces, see [1-3]. 
In this paper, we consider the nonisotropic heat transfer in an infinite plate. Let I -- {x [ 
Ix[ < 1}, R -- {y [ - co  < y < co}, and ~ = I x R with the boundary F -- {(x,y) [ Ix I = 1}. 
Denote by W(x, y,t) the temperature. The positive constants v and # are the conductivities 
in the directions x and y, respectively. The parameters a and b are some convective constants. 
Moreover, F(x, y, t) and Wo(x, y) describe the heat source and the initial state, respectively. Let 
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O~W ow = --~-, etc. Then the nonisotropic heat transfer in an infinite plate is governed by 
a,w(~,  y, t) + ~axw(z ,  ~, t) + ba~w(~, y, t) 
- .a~w(~,  y, t) - ~a~W(x, ~, t) = F(x, y, t), 
W(x,v,t)  = W~(x,v,t), 
(x,y) Ef l ,  0<t<T,  
(x,y) on F, O<t<T,  
(1.1) 
W(x, v, o) = Wo(~, v), (z, v) ~ ft. 
The aim of this paper is to develop the mixed Legendre-Hermite spectral method for (1.1). Since 
in many cases, W(x, y, t) decays very fast as ]Yl --~ oo, it is better to take the Hermite functions 
as the base functions in actual computation, see [1]. They form an orthogonal system associated 
with the weight function e y2. However, problem (1.1) is not well posed in the corresponding 
weighted Sobolev space. Thus we first derive a new weak formulation of (1.1), which is the most 
appropriate for such an algorithm. Then we construct a mixed Legendre-Hermite spectral scheme 
based on this weak formulation and prove its convergence. We also present some numerical results 
showing the efficiency of this new approach. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive a weak formulation of (1.1) and prove 
the existence, uniqueness, and regularity of its solution. In Section 3, we establish some results on 
the mixed Legendre-Hermite approximation, which play important roles in the numerical analysis 
of spectral methods for various differential equations in an infinite strip. Then we construct he 
mixed spectral scheme for (1.1) and prove its convergence in Section 4. We present some numerical 
results in Section 5. The final section is for some concluding remarks. 
2. WEAK FORMULATION AND ITS  SOLUTION 
In this section, we shall derive a weak formulation of (1.1). We first introduce some notations. 
Let the weight function w~(y) = e ~y2 . For any nonnegative integer r, we define the weighted 
Sobolev space H~o (fl) in the usual way, with the inner product (u, w)r,~o, the seminorm ]ulr . . . .  
and the norm Ilulk~ . In particular, we denote by (u, w)~o and Hutl~ the inner product and norm 
of space L2 (fl). If 0~a - 1, we use the notations (u,w) and HuH for simplicity. For any r > 0, 
we define the space Hr ( f l )  and its norm HuH . . . .  by space interpolation as in [4]. Furthermore, 
let H~,~o (fl) be the closure in H~(fl~) of the set consisting of all infinitely differentiable functions 
with compact support in ft. For r < 0, H~( f l )  = (H0.:~(fl)) ' .  We also define the space 
V~ L °° (0, T; L 2 (fl)) n L 2 = ~ (0, T; H I ,~  (f l )) ,  
equipped with the norm 
fo t ,~i/2 lluli.o = ( .ess sup Ilu(t)ll5 + I~(~)l,~,~oa~i • 
\ O<t<T '~ 
For simplicity, we assume Wl(x,y,t) - O. 
W E V~ such that 
(OtW(t),u)~o + a(O,W(t),u)~o + b(OyW(t),u)~o 
+u(OxW(t), Oxu)~ + #(OyW(t), Oy(u~z~)) = (F(t), w),,o, 
VuEHl ,~( f l ) ,  O<t<T,  
w(o)  = Wo. 
The usual weak formulation of (1.1) is to find 
(2.1) 
The problem is how to choose a. If W(x, y, t) grows fast as lYl --4 oe, we should take a < 0, 
see [2]. For some problems, such as nonlinear wave equations, it is better to take c~ -- 0, see [3]. 
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But for the heat transfer process, the solution decays exponentially as lYl --~ co usually. In this 
case, we prefer to a > 0 as in [1]. However, problem (2.1) is not well posed in the corresponding 
weighted Sobolev space. Indeed, if we take u = W in (2.1), then the last term at the left side 
turns to 
(OyW(t),Oy(W(t)w~)) = NOyW(t)[I~ + 2a(yW(t), OyW(t))~ . 
Since a > 0, the last term of the above formula might be less than -[lOyW(t)l[~o, and so the 
bilinear form (OyW(t), Oy(W(t)wa)) loses the nonnegativity. This fact brings difficulties in the 
analysis and actual computation. 
For finding a suitable weak form of (1.1), we make the similarity transformation (see [1,2]) 
Y z -= s = ln(t + 1). (2.2) 
2 ~ '  
Accordingly, 
U(x,z,s) = W(x,y,t) ,  Uo(x,z) = Wo(x,y), f (x ,z ,s)  = (t + 1)F(x,y,t). 
A direct calculation gives that 
o~w(~, y, t) = 2-~-~/~o~V(x, z, ~). 
(2.3) 
For simplicity, in the forthcoming discussions, we use the notations as R = {z I - co  < z < cx)} 
and f~ = I x R, with the boundary F = {(x, z) I Ixl = 1}. Also, set S = ln(T + 1). By (2.3), the 
original equation in (1.1) is now changed to 
2_~ 1 OsU(x, z, s) + aeSO~:U(x, z s) + eS/2OzU(x, z, s) - -~zOzU(x, z, s) 
1 2 -~,e~o~u(z,z,s)-~OzU(x,z,s)=f(z,z,s), (x z) • ~, 0<s<S.  
(2.4) 
We see from the above that the main trouble comes from the term -(1/2)zO, U(x, z, s), since z 
varies from -co  to c~. However, we may take a = 1 to remove this deficiency. To show this, 
212 we set w(z) = e , multiply (2.4) by u(x,z)w(z), and integrate the resulting equation by parts. 
Then we obtain another weak formulation of (1.1). It is to seek U • V = V1 such that 
(o~u(~), ~)~ + a~(o~u(~), ~)~ + 2~e~/~(OzU(~), )~ + ~(O~U(~), 0~)~ 
+l(OzU(s),O~u),. = (f(s),u)~, Vu • H],~(gt), 0 < s <_ S. 
(2.5) 
Now, we study the existence of solution of (2.5). Let ,A/[ N be a family of finite-dimensional 
subspaces of H01,~(~t), which is a consistent approximation to the spaces H01,~(~t) in the sense 
of [5]. We consider an auxiliary problem. It is to find Ug(s) C My for all 0 < s < S such that 
for all u C M N, 
+MeS(OxgN(S),Ox~)w+~(OzUN(S),OzU)w = (fN(S),~)w, 0"~ S < S, 
uN(o) =u~v,o, 
(2.6) 
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where 
I IUN,o  - -  UolL -* o, IIS~(~) - S(s)ll-~,~ -~ o, as N --, oo. 
By taking u = UN in (2.6) and integrating the result by parts, we deduce that 
b 8'2 O~IIUN(s)II~ +--~e' (O, Ug(s), UN(S)L + 2~'ClIO, UN(s)It~ + IlIOYN(S)II~ 
_< 211/N(s)II-~,~IIUN(~)II~,~. 
Moreover, by Lemma 2.2 of [6], for any u E H~(fl), 
I1~11~ -< v~llO~lL. (2.7) 
The above two estimates imply that 
1 2 
O~IIUN(s)II~ + 2.e~llO~UN(s)ll~ + "~IIOYN(S)II~ <_ 4b'e~llUN(s)ll~ + 1611fN(s)ll~-~,~. (2.8) 
# 
Hereafter c is a generic positive constant independent of any function and N. Integrating (2.8) 
with respect o s, we find that for all 0 < s < and N, 
(, /0" ) ]IUN(s)II2v < c U0]l 2 + ]lS(r/)ll2_,,~dr/ 
Therefore if U0 e L2~(f~) and S E L2(0, S; HsI(f~)), then IlVgllv is uniformly bounded. Thus we 
can extract a subsequence {Ugh} such that UN~ tends weakly to a limit in V. By passing the 
limit in (2.6) and using a density argument, we assert hat this limit is a solution of (2.5), and 
IIUIIv _< ~ (llUoll~ + S IL~(o s.xzl¢~))) • 
Since (2.4) is linear, the above fact also implies the uniqueness of weak solution. We can dif- 
ferentiate (2.4) with respect o x, z, and s, and use the same argument as in the previous 
paragraphs to verify that if U0 E H~(f~) and S e L2(0, S; H~-l(f~)), then U C L°°(0, S; H~(~2))n 
L2(0, S; Hh+l(fl)). Next, if U0 E H~+2(f~) and f C Hi(0, S; H~-l(f~)) n H1/2(0, S; H~(f~)), then 
by the trace theorem, OsU(O) C Hr,(f2). Therefore, by an argument as before, we assert that 
OsU e L°~(0, S; Ht (a) )  N L2(0, S; H~+' (f2)). 
3. M IXED LEGENDRE-HERMITE  APPROXIMATION 
We first recall some results on the Legendre approximation. For any r > 0, we define the 
spaces H"(I)  and H~(I) as usual, with the norm [[uI[r,l. For any integer r > 0, the inner 
product and seminorm of H"(I) are denoted by (u, w),.,l and ]ul,.,i, respectively. In particular, 
(u, W)l and [[u[[l stand for the inner product and norm of L2(I). 
The Legendre polynomial of degree m is defined by 
Lm(x) = '2mm!(--1)m 0~ (1 - x2) m . (3.1) 
They satisfy the recurrence relation 
(2m + 1)Lm(x) -= O~Lm+l(x) - O~Lm-l(x), m > 1. (3.2) 
The set of Legendre polynomials i  the L2(I)-orthogonal system, i.e., 
~/ 2 
Lm(x)Lm, (x) dx = 2m + 1 6re,m,, (3.3) 
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where ~m,m' is the Kronecker function. For any u E L2(I), 
( 1)/, 
u(x) = ~ amLm(x),  am = m + u(x)Lm(x)  dx. (3.4) 
n=O 
Now, let M be any nonnegative integer. PM stands for the set of all polynomials of degree at 
most M. The orthogonal projection PM: L2(I) ~ ~DM is defined by 
(PMu- -u ,¢ ) I  =0,  V¢ E ~)M • (3.5) 
For a description of approximation results, we introduce the space H~(I) .  For integer r >_ 0, 
H~A(I) = {u [u is measurable on I and [lulls, A,1 < oo}. 
Its seminorm and norm are defined by 
[Ulr,A,I = (1--X 2)r /20;u I '  II II,,A,/ 
k=0 
Furthermore, let H~.(I) = {u ] O~u E H~- I ( I )} ,  with the seminorm [u[r,.,l = ]Ox~[r-l,A,I and 
norm [[u[[ .... I = ]IO~UI]r-I,A,I. By Lemma 2.1 of [7], for any u E H~(I )  and integer r >__ 0, 
[tPMu -- u][i <_ cM-riul~,A,1. (3.6) 
Next, let 7~°~ = 7)M n H i (I). The orthogonal projection p~0:  g 1 (I) ~ 7)~ is defined by 
By Lemma 2.4 of [7], for any u E Hi ( I )  n H~.(I), integer r _> 1 and 0 < # < 1, 
We next turn to the Hermite approximation with the weight function w(z) -- e z2. For any 
integer r > 0, we define the weighted Sobolev space H~(R) as usual, with the inner product 
(u, w) .... R, the seminorm [u] .... R, and the norm I[ul] .... R. In particular, we denote by (u, w)~,R 
and [[ui]~,R the inner product and norm of space LS(R ). For any r > 0, we define the space H~(R) 
and its norm [[u[I .... R by space interpolation as in [4]. 
The Hermite polynomial of degree n is defined by 
Hn(z) = (_l)~e~'O: (e-Z2) . (3.9) 
The Hermite function/],~(z) is given by 
[-I~(z) : 1 e_~ H~(z), n >_ O. (3.10) 
x/2~n! 
It is the n th eigenfunction of the following singular Liouville problem: 
with the corresponding eigenvalue An = 2n. It was shown in [6] that  
Oz[-I~(z) = -V /2(n  + 1)/~rn+l(Z), n _> 0. (3.12) 
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The set of functions /:/~(z) is the L2(R)-orthogonal system, namely, 
R.f-Im(z)[-In(z)w(z) dz X/'~Sn,n'. (3.13) 
Moreover, by (3.11) and (3.13), 
RO, FIn(z)O~Hn,(Z)W(Z) dz = 2(n + 1)V~6n,~,. (3.14) 
For any u E L2(R), 
oo 1£ 
u(z) = ~ fi~/4n(z), 8n : ~ u(z)[-In(z)w(z) dz. (3.15) 
n-~O 
Now, let N be any nonnegative integer and PN be the set of all polynomials of degree at 
most N. Let 
: l } 
According to Lemma 2.1 of [6], for any ¢ c VN, 
I¢11,~,R -< x/2(N + 1)11¢11~,R. (3.16) 
The orthogonal projection/SN : L2(R) _._. VN is defined by 
( ) :o, (3.m 
Due to Theorem 2.2 of [6], for any u E H~(R), integer , and 0 < ~ < r, 
PNU -- u ,,,~,R <- cY('-~)/211ul[r'"R" (3.18) 
We shall use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any u E H~(R) and integer >_ O, the seminorm [u[ .... R and the norm [[u[[ .... R 
are equivalent o (~-~--o n~[un[2) W2' 
Paoor .  We have from (3.12) that 
o;~(z) = (-1)~2~/~ a~ (n + j) /;r~÷~(z). 
n=0 
Thus by (3.13), 
n=O n----O 
where 
Urn, n = - -~ m+ u(x,z)Lm(x)[-I,~(z)w(z)dzdx. 
Now let VM,N = ~M @ VN, and 
V°,N(~) = {¢1¢ e VM,N and ¢(-1, z) = ¢(1,z) = 0}. 
This implies the first result. The second result comes from the above and the fact that lUlk,w,R ~ 
lulr,~,R for all k < r. 
REMARK 3.1. By using (3.18) and Lemma 3.1, we assert that IIPgu - ull~,,,~,R < cN (~'-r)/2 • 
I~1 .... R. 
We are now in position of studying the mixed Legendre-Hermite approximation. For any 
function u E L 2 (g/), 
u(x, z) = ~ am,,~Lm(x)[t,~(z), (3.19) 
m:O n=O 
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LEMMA 3.2. For any ¢ e VM,N(~), 
[¢'~,~ -< (~M4 + 2(N + 1)) ['¢[[ 2. 
PROOF. Let 
¢.(x) = ~ ¢(x,z)~n(z)~(z)ez. 
We know from (3.13) and an inverse inequality in PM that 
1 N .q N 
-- 4 ~M I]¢H~" IIO~¢ll~ -- ,/~ ~ IIO~¢.ll~ < x/~M4 ~ II¢.ll~ = 9 4 2 
n=O n=O 
The above with (3.16) leads to the desired result. | 
The orthogonal projection PM,N : L2(~) ---+ VM,N(~I) is defined by 
(PM,N u -- u, ¢)w = 0, V (~ E VM,N. (3.20) 
H~,A(fl ). For any integers r,q > O, In order to estimate [[PM,NU -- u[[~, we introduce the space r,q 
H~,A(f~)r,q = L~2 (R; H A~ (I)) n H q (R; L2(I)) 
equipped with the norm 
2 \1 /2  
The corresponding seminorm [U[H'~..q A is given by 
2 ~ i/2 
r,q THEOREM 3.1. For anyu E H~,A(~ ) and integerr, q > O, 
[[PM,NU-- ul]~, <_ c (M-"  + N -q/2) [UlH:,,~ a.
PROOF. Set 
un(x)=-~ /Ru(x,z)[-I,~(z)w(z)dz. (3.21) 
Let PM be the same as in (3.5) and 
N 
u,(x, z) = ~ PMun(x)f-I,~(z). 
n.=O 
By virtue of the projection theorem, (3.6), (3.13), and Remark 3.1, 
N 
t[P1v~,gu -- u[[~ _< inf [1¢ -- u[l~ --< [[u. -- u[]~ _< X/-~ ~--~ HPMun -- un[l~ + ~ ~ [[un[[~ 
¢~VM'N ?lmO n>N 
N 
< cM-2~ ~ 2 I~1~,~,i +cY-~ Z (~ + 1)~1[~"11 ~' 
n=0 n>N 
-2 r  2 -q  2 ~- cM [U[L2(R;H~(I) ~- cN  lU[Hq(R;L2(I)). 
This completes the proof. | 
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In order to obtain optimal error estimation of the mixed Legendre-Hermite spectral method, 
we need another orthogonal projection. For this purpose, let/3, 7 > 0 and 
A~,e,~(?2, w) =/3(ax72, axw)~ + 7(az72, a,w)~. 
The  orthogonal projection PM,N,e,-yI'° : H~,w(~) --~ V°M,N is defined by 
/ pl,O = Ao~,~,~ M,N,fl,.yU - ?2, ~9) 0, V ~) e TyrOM,N" (3.22) 
For describing approximation results, we introduce the space 
M:,.(f~) ~'q = L~2 (R; H~.(I)) n H q (R; L2(I)) n H 1 (R; g~.-l(I)) n H~ -1 (R; Hi(I)) , r, q _> 1, 
with the norm 
?2 2 2 2 
In particular, for integers r, q > 1, we use the notation 
?2 [H~(R;L2(I)2 ~/[U]H~(R;H,.. /3[U]H~_~(R;H~(I)) \ 1/2 
THEOREM 3.2. I[u E H~,~(f~) n M~:q.,Z,~(f~ ) and integers r,q > 1, then 
811(t 
C r,q 2 1,0 __ (M 2-2~ + N l-q) (M -2 + N -1) (Bfl,.y(?2)) . (3.24) P~4,N,/Ln u u ~ < min(/3, 7) 
PROOF. Let u~(x) be the same as in (3.21) and p~0 be the same as in (3.7). Set 
N 
?2.(x,z) = ~ P~i°?2n(X)f--In(z). 
n=O 
According to the projection theorem, 
/3 cO~ (P ~'° u -u )  : q- C~z /DI'0 ?2--U) : ~ M,N,~,"/ ~/ ~ M,N,e,'~ 
< inf (/~[IO~(¢-u)H 2 +,Tl[Oz(¢-u)ll 2) (3.25) 
Cev~,N 
_</3113~(72. - 72)11~ + " r l lOz (?2 .  - 72)11~. 
Next, by (3.8), (3.13), and Lemma 3.1, 
( 1o :, ) 
I IO~(u. - ,-,)11~ = v~ p~ u,~ - un + E [Unl~, 1 
n=O n > N 
N (3.26) 
'C cM 2-2r ~ 2 cNl-q lu,~l . . . .  ' + E (n + 1)q- ' l ' . , ,d~, ,  
n=O n>N 
2--2r 2 1--q 2 <_ cM [?2[L~(R;H~.(I)) + cN ?2[H~-I(R;HI(I)). 
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Furthermore, by (3.8), (3.14), and Lemma 3.1, 
N 
1,0 21 i iO~(u.-~)l l~_<~n P~u~-u~ +~y~nllu,~ll~ 
n=0 n > N 
oo 




[U[H~(R;L2(I))" <_ eM [U]H~(R;H,~_I(I)  + cy l -q  2 
A combination of (3.25)-(3.27) leads to (3.23). 
1,0 We now use a duality argument o estimate IlP~,N,fL.ru -- u[l~. To do this, let g E L2(~) and 
consider an auxiliary problem. It is to find w E Hol,~(~) such that 
A~,z,.r(w,v ) = (g,v)~, Vv  e H~),~(fl). (3.28) 
Taking v -- w in (3.28), we obtain that/3I[(0~w[[2~ + 7[[Ozw[I 2 <_ [[gl[~l[w[[~. Due to (2.7), 
~llO~wll5 +~lla~wll5 <~llgllb. (3.29) 
By (3.28), in sense of distributions, 
-~a~w(x,  z) - 7a~w(x, z) = g(x, z). 
According to the regularity of solution w(x, z), we have that 
z = Ito~wll=~ + 2~,~lla~az~ll~ +'~2 ilOz~ll~ _ ~tlgllL (3.30) 
Taking v = P~°N,/3,.yu -- u in (3.28) and using (3.22), we deduce that 
(p~°N,~,~u- -u ,g )  =A~,,~,.y(p~°,N,~,.yu--u,P~°N,~,~,w--w) . (3.31) 
On the other hand, by virtue of (3.23), 
÷ ~ M,NJ3,~ 
c(M 1-r  <- ] k ] Be"'t(u)Be"r( )" 
min(f~, V) 
Moreover, thanks to (3.30), 
5,2 2 (1 z2)1/~ 2 2 2 
Finally we use (3.31)-(3.33) to obtain that 
1,0 
P~l,N,fl,.ru -- u w = sup 
IlglE¢O 
-< (min(~, ~,))1/2 
REMARK 3.2. By (2.7), (3.23), and the Gagdiardo-Nirenberg type inequality (see [4]), 
1,0 1,0 /~ 
P~l,N,fL.ru - u ~,w - < P~l,N,~,y u - u ~ pl,OM,g,fl,..rU - -  U 1,w 
(3.32) 
ilgll 2. (3.33) 
B~',~(u), (3.34) C <- + ( ' '+   1'0 
0<#___1.  
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4. M IXED LEGENDRE-HERMITE  SPECTRAL  SCHEME 
A mixed spectral scheme for (2.5) is to find UM,N 6 V~, g for 0 < s < S, such that  
(O~M,N(~), ~),, + ae~(O~M,N(S), ~),~ + 2--~e~/~(O~M,N(S), U)~ 
1 
+12eS(OxUM,N(S), Ozu)w + -~(Oz'~M,N(S), Oz'U.)w = (f(s), "u)w , (4.1) 
V u E V~,N , 0 < s <_ S, 
UM,N(O) = PM,NUo. 
We now deal with the convergence of scheme (4.1). Let U be the solution of (2.5) and UM,N = 
Pl~?g,~,.rU with fl = ves and 3' -- 1/4. In fact, P]~?N,~,-r is a family of projections with the 
parameter s, and we compare the numerical solution at different time to different projections of 
exact solution. We derive from (2.5) that 
(oqsUM,N(S), u)w -5 aeS(OgxUM,N(8), u)w -5 2--~eS/2(OzUM,N(S), u w -5 12es(OxUM,N(S), OxU)w 
10  3 
+~( YM,N(s),Ozu)~ +~ej (s ,u )  = ( f (s ) ,u )~,  Vu e V ° M,N, O < s < S, (4.2) 
j= l  
UM, N(O) = P~,?N,~,~ Uo, 
where 
c,(s, ~) = (o,v(~) - OsVM,N(s),~)~, a2(~,u) = a~(O~V(s) - O~UM, N(~),~)~, 
G3(s, %~) -~ ~-~es/2(OzV(s) -- OzUM,N(S), "~)w. 





V U E V~VI,N, 0 < s <_ S, 
_ p1,O U, [fM, N(O) "~ PM, NUO M,N,fl,~, O" 
Taking u = 2UM,N in (4.3), we deduce that 
: I: 4 Os UM'N(S) -5 2b'e'S OxUM'N(S) -5 -2 ' j= l  
O<s<_S,  
where 
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Therefore, it suffices to estimate the terms [Gj (s, UM,N(S)) I. First, we use the Cauchy inequality 
and (3.24) to verify that for integers r, q > 1, 
2 C 1 ($,~-fM,N(8)) ~_ c (M2_2,. Nl_q) min(/3, "),) + (M-2 + N- i )  
Next ,  by  (3 .23) ,  
2 6 2 (S, ~.fM,N($)' 
, 2 ~ 2 
, )+  B~'~(osu(s)) UM,N(s) ,.. 
(4.5) 
where 
¢(s) = ae s + - -e  s + e s12 + 1, 
# 
DM,N(S) =c(M 2-2r -t- N l-q) (M -2 + N -1) (B::q,¼ (OsU(s))) 2 
a 2b s/2"~ (M-2~ {B~+l,q+ltU(s~'~ 2 +cmax ; ,~e  ) -t-N-q) t .-%1/4 , ' , " ]  ' 
aeSlJOx(U(s) - UM,N(S))IJ 2 --~ 2-~eS/2j]Oz(U(8) - UM,N(S))[[ 2 < 
ro ,,,,, (M-'" <-cmaxt;'Ne" ) +N-V) 
2v'? ) 
Obviously, 
1 - 2 b 2 _ 2 G~ (~,o,~,,,,(~))J < .~ o=u,,,,,(s) +-e  u,,,,,.,,(s) ,,.. (4.7) 
Furthermore,/3 = u at s = 0 and ~/= 1/4. Therefore, using Theorem 3.1 and (3.24) gives that 
UM,N(O)- ,..,2 < ~ I ...~'° 2<~ IIPM,NUo Uoll~ IP~J,N,u,1/aUo - Uo 't- c (a.8) 
_< c (M 2-2r + N i-q) (M -2 + N- ' )  IUoI~M:,:. + c (U -2~ + N-q)  IIU0tl~:,.~,- 
For simplicity, let 
L( ) E(u(~)) = I1~(~)11~ + 2~'~"llO:~,.,(n)ll~ + IIO:~(n)ll~ dr/. 
By inserting (4.5)-(4.7) into (4.4), we find that 
ds  - -  ' 
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Clearly, (4.9) reads 
_~ (~ (~ ~,~,)e~ (-//~,~ ~,))~ o~ ~,  ox _  (-/0~ ,~ ) 
Integrating the above inequality with respect o s and using (4.8), we obtain that 
where 
(4.1o) 
/o s ( /o~l~l~) pM,N(S) = DM, NQI) exp -- d~l+c(M-2r  + N -q) IlUoH~./:,~, 
+ e (M 2-2r + N '-q) (M -2 + N -1) [U0l~:.?. •
We define the X(S)-weighted space HI(0 , S; MS:q. (12)) as usual. Then (4.10) leads to the following 
conclusion. 
M~,,. (f~)) n THEOREM 4.1. Let integers r, q _> 1. If  U E L2(0, S; Ho~,~(f~)) n L 2e(3/2)s (0, S; r+,,q+l 
H~., (0, r,q ~,q ~,q S;M~,.(~)) and Uo C HL,A ( ~ ) n ML, . ( E~ ), then for a11 0 < s < S, 
According to Theorems 3.2 and 4.1, 
E (U(s) - UM,N(S)) <_ c* ((M 2-2r + N l-q) (M -2 + N -1) + M -2~ + N-q) ,  (4.11) 
where c* is a positive constant depending only on #, u, a, b, S and the norms of U and Uo in the 
space mentioned in Theorem 4.1. 
We now turn to the numerical solution WM,N(X, y, t) of original problem (2.1). By (2.2), 
( Y ln ( t+ l ) ) .  (4.12) WM,N(X,Y,t)-~UM,N X, 2 ~ ,  
Next, let the numerical error I~VM,N(x,y, t) = (]M,N(X, Z, S). A direct calculation with (2.2), 
(2.3), fl =/2e s = u(t + 1), and 3' = 1/4, gives that 
1 
(4.13) 
/2  _ 2 
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rq  On the other hand, we use (2.3) and the definition of B~',.r(u ) to verify that 
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(~<o.u<sl~)'_- (~<w<,ll) 2 
{B r'q t) + y 2 
• (a; ((t + 1)a<w(z,y,t) + 5o.w(:c,y, 
1 4 y 2 
• e y214È(t+i) 7x  dy (4.14) 
+1. ' /2( t+1) ' /2 / i  (1--X2)r-2 
+ u(t + 1)(4#(t + 1)) q-3/2 
. iJ. (..-'o. (<, + ,~o,w~.,~,,~ + p..~x,.,,O)'..',.<,+,> ,.,~. 
Similarly, we have that 
r+ l ,q+l  2 
+ u(t + 1)(4#(t + 1)) ' -V : / fa  (O~O'(W(x'y't))2eV'/4~'(t+') dxdy, 
(.;,:(.o))': (~;,~(..o(.,.)))' 
= lu#-V ' f f  a (1 -  xz) "-' (O:Wo(x,y))Ze u'/'u dxdy 
+ -~ ¢-,-"' iJ. (o~(.o¢.,.,,.v,....,. (,.,6, 
+ u(4#)q_3/2/f~ (oq_,O.Wo(x, y))2 e../4 • dx dy. 
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( / : )  ( ) exp ¢(r]) dr/ = exp at + ~t  + (v'T-g-i - 1) + ln(t + 1) . (4.17) 
Now, let &(y, t) = e ~=/4"(t+~) and define the spaces/7/~,a(fl) and ~l~,,(fl) with the norms 
U - r ,q  
2 ~ 1/2 
2 2 2 
= (llul}/~(R;/¢.~(/)) + [}ull~q=(R;L=(,)) + Ilull~rS(R;H:-~q) ) + u{ ~,-~(~.H*(Z))) " 
where 
, (R,H. (I))nH~ (R;H~(I)) fC~,q. (a)=[t~(R;H~.( i ) )nf tq (R;L~( i ) )n I : t~ • ,-~ -q< 
with the norm 
1/2 
= 2 2 2 
RgMARK 4.1. For the standard heat transfer, we have a = b = 0. In this ease, exp(f0* ¢(r]) dry) = 
t + 1, and thus E,(17VM,N(t)) <_ e(t + 1)aM,N(t). It means that the error increases lower as t 
increases. 
Due to (4.11) and an argument as before, we conclude that for all 0 < t < T 
F,(W(t) --WM,N(t)) <_c* ( (M2-> + N >q) (M-=+N <) + M-> + N-q),  (4.20) 
c* being a positive constant depending only on #, v, a, b, T, and the norms of W and Wo in the 
spaces mentioned in Theorem 4.2. 
REMARK 4.2. A suitable choice seems N = O(M2). In this case, (4.20) implies that E(W(t) - 
WM,N(t))  ~ c*M -2min(r,q). 
The seminorm of/1~/~'7, (~) is given by 
2 2 2 I ul [-I~ -I (R;H 1 (I))) 1/2 lull;:,,. = (luiL~(R;~:(,)) + luI~(R;L~(I)) + lul~(R;~:- ' (r))  + 2 
Furthermore, let 
t 
= c~ ° e_CrDM,N(r)dr+c(M-2T+y-q) [[Wo1]/}23 ,2  PM,N(t) 
+ c (M >2T + N >q) (U -2 + N- l )  iW0[~2,,~,2 (4.18) 
~ 2 
D~,N(t) =c(M 2-2~ + Y l-q) (M-= + N -1) (B:'+ql,1/t(W(t))) 
+ cmax -~'a 2b (M_> + N-q) (Bt+la/4-r+l,q+l(W(t)) . (4.19) 
Besides, we use Lemma 2.2 of [6] to obtain that [lyOyW(t)llc~ <_4#(t + 1)}}02W(t)}}c~. Finally, we 
use Theorem 4.1 and (4.12)-(4.19) to obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let integers r,q _> 1. If W E L2(0, T;/q0t~(fl)), n L2(O,T'l~Y+l'q+llfi ~,. ~ j n
2~'q+~(flB HI(0,T;/17/~,'q.(fl)) and Wo E H[o,n(fl) n . . . . .  o , -r,q /lT/r'a.(fl) then for all 0 <_ t < T, 
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5. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In this section, we present some numerical results. To do this, let era(x) = cm(Lm(x) - 




0</<M-2 ,  0<k<N,  
and define the vectors 
v(~) = (~o,o(s),... ,.M-2,0(s), ~0,~(s),..., M-2,~(s),. . . ,  ~0,~(~),--., VM-~,N(S)) r , 
F = (fo,o(S),..., fM-2,0(s), fo,l(s),..., fM-2,1(S),..., fO,N(S),..., fM-2,N(S)) T
Taking u = el (x)/~k (z) in (4.1), we find that (4.1) is equivalent to the following system of ordinary 
differential equations: 
(By ® A1) ff---~V(s) +ae ~ (B~ ® A2) V(s) + b--~e~/2 (Br3 ® Aa) V(s) 
2v~ 
1 +uC (B: ® A4) .(s) + -~ (ST ® A~) Y(s) = F, 
(5.2) 
, (q), r~(q)~ where the matrices Aq = [alm ) and Bq = t~jk J, with the entries 
a(1) _(3) ,,(5) [ el (x)¢m(x) dx, Im ~ tt l rn "~ ~l rn  -~ Ji a(2) f/¢ lm= t(x)Ox¢m(X) dx, 
a(4) f/ lm = O~¢t(X)O~¢m(Z) dz, O<_l,m<_M-2, 
and 
b(1) ~(2) b(4) f ffIj(z)[-Ik(z)w(z) dz, j k  -~ V jk  ~ jk  ~" JR 
b(3) /RO~ij(z)[_ik(z)w(z)dz, j k "~- 
b(5) /nOzffij(z)O~ffIk(z)w(z)dz ' j k  O<j ,k<N.  
We now calculate the entries of Aq and Bq. First, by (3.2), (3.3), and (5.1), 
a ( 1 )  ,(3) ,(5) l rn ~-  ~ lm ~-  ~ lm 
I 2 2 l m, --) = ClCm 1 + 2m + 5 ' 
2 l=m+2,  = -c l c~+ 1' 
2 1 rn 2, -ClCm 2m + 1' 
0, otherwise. 
Further, a simple calculation yields that ,(4) = 5t.r, and 
a(2) _a(2 ) [ 2clc~, m = l + 1, 
lm .w-- ml = I. 0, otherwise. 
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Next, by using (3.12)-(3.14), we obtain that h(1) h(2) =- b (4) "jk = "jk jk = V/-~SJ,k, b~ ) = 2v~( J  + 1)Sj,k, 
and 
b(3) { -V /~ + 1)Tr, j+ l=k ,  
3k = 0, otherwise. 
Obviously, A1, A3, and A5 are five-diagonai symmetric matrices, A2 and B3 are three-diagonal 
matrices, A4, B1, B2, t34, and B5 are diagonal matrices. This feature simplifies the calculation 
and saves a lot of work. Indeed, this is another advantage of the proposed algorithm. Now let 
fj(s) = ( fo, j (s) , . . . ,  fM_2,j(s)) q- , vj(s)  = (vo,j(s),vl,j(s), . . . ,  VM_2,j(S)) "r , 0 < _ j _ < N. 
Then by the definition of Kronecker product, (5.2) reads that for s > 0, 
A1 v0(s) + aeSA2vo(s) + r, eSX(M_l)x(M_l)vO(s) -q- ~Asv0(s) = f0(s), 
d u ~ j+ l  
A1 vj (s)  + ae~A2v~(s) + e I(M-1)x(M-a)vj(s)  + - - - f f -Asv j (s)  = fj(s) 
+V~pbe~/2Aavj_x(s) ,  1 < j < N. 
(5.3) 
In addition, vj (0) are determined by the system Alvj(O) = cj where 
- -  __V/~ 
cj  = ( o,j,cl,j,c ,j . . . . .  CM- ,S - U0,¢m(x)/ j(z 
O<m<M-2,  O<j<N.  
In actual calculation, we first resolve the first equation of (5.3) to obtain Vo(S). Then we use the 
forward substitution procedure to evaluate the other vectors vj  (s) successively. 
Now, we take the test function U(x, z, s) = (1 - x2)e x-(1/2)8-~2. Let a = 1, b = v~, u = 1, 
and # = 1/2 in (5.3). We use the explicit Runge-Kutta method of fourth order in time t with 
the step size ~-. For description of the numerical error, let 
M N 
(it, W)w,M,N = E E it (XM'I' ZN'J) W (XM,I, ZN,j) PM,lOJN,j, 
/=0 j=O 
i \1 /2  
IlulL,M,N = ~u, U)~,M,N, 
where XM,z and PM,I are the nodes and weights of the Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto interpolation, 
respectively. Meanwhile ZNj and WNj are the nodes and weights of the Hermite-Gauss interpo- 
lation, respectively. Indeed, XM,t are the roots of the polynomial (1 - x2)O~LM(x), and zNj  are 
the roots of the polynomial Hg+l(Z). Therefore, 
2 1 2NN!x/-~e2Z~.J 
PM,t= M(M+I )  L2M(XM,t) ' wU, j= (N+I )H2N(ZNj ) '  O<l<M,  O<_ j<N.  
Let EM,N(S) ---- I]U(8) - UM,N(S)Nw,M,N. In Figure 1, we plot log10 of EM, N(S) at  8 = 1 vs. 
loglo M with N = M 2 and 7 = 0.001, 0.0001, respectively. They show the spectral accuracy 
in space of scheme (4.1) and the convergence as M, N increase and ~- decreases. It coincides 
very well with theoretical analysis in Section 4. In particular, even for small M,  we still obtain 
accurate numerical solution. It is noted that for v = 0.001 and M > 6 (log10 M > 0.78), the total 
numerical errors are dominated by the approximation errors in t ime t. Therefore they keep the 
order of 10 -4. But for r = 0.0001, the total numerical errors are dominated by the approximation 
errors in the space, and so decay exponentially as M increases. 
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Figure 1. The errors loglo EM,/V(1). 
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Figure 2. The exact solution U at s = 2. The numerical solution UM, N at s ---- 2. 
We next plot he exact solution U(x, z, s) and the numerical solution UM,N(X , Z, S) at s = 2 in 
Figure 2. Clearly, the numerical solution fits the exact solution very well. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We studied numerical simulation of nonisotropic heat transfer in an infinite plate. Since the 
solution decays exponentially as lYl --~ c~, we took the Hermite functions as base functions which 
are mutually orthogonal associated with the weight e y~ . However, the usual weak formulation of 
this problem is no longer well posed in the corresponding weighted Sobolev space. So we derived 
a new weak formulation which is the most appropriate for actual computation. We analyzed the 
existence, uniqueness, and regularity of its solution, and proposed a mixed Legendre-Hermite 
spectral method based on this new weak formulation. The numerical results demonstrated the 
spectral accuracy of the proposed scheme and coincided with theoretical analysis very well. It 
showed the efficiency of this new method, and also indicated that a suitable choice of weak 
formulation of partial differential equation in unbounded omain are very important for reason- 
able numerical simulation. Although we only considered the heat transfer, the main idea and 
technique used in this paper are also applicable to other problems in an infinite strip. 
We established some results on the mixed Legendre-Hermite approximation from which the 
convergence of the proposed scheme follows. These results play important roles in the numerical 
analysis of spectral methods for various partial differential equations in unbounded omains. 
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